
With its intuitive user interface, Apsidien365 is easy to deploy, easy to configure, and easy to use.
Combined with built-in templates and approval processes, this powerful solution helps to bring control,
consistency and calm to your Microsoft 365 workspaces.

WHY APSIDIEN365?

MICROSOFT 365 PROVISIONING & GOVERNANCE
Bringing control, consistency, and calm to Microsoft 365

The user-empowered flexibility of Microsoft Teams, SharePoint Sites, and
Groups makes it easy for Microsoft 365 to get out of control very quickly.
Apsidien365's powerful feature set brings workspace governance to life,

solving real-world business challenges within Microsoft 365.
 

Keep control of your environment while giving your organization the freedom
to create a digital spot to work together whenever they need it.  Apsidien365
organizes your requests into repeatable templates for consistent and secure

usage across the organization.

Apsidien365

Addressing the Complexity, Challenges and Chaos of Microsoft 365
Apsidien365 enables self-service creation and governance for every Microsoft 365 workplace.

Designed from the cloud up for Microsoft Teams, SharePoint Sites, Microsoft 365 Groups, Planner
Plans, Yammer Communities, and more, Apsidien365 gives control to administrators, self-service
empowerment to users and peace of mind to management.

Require approvals for governed areas or
let some categories of work get created

on demand.

APPROVALS

Define and apply naming standards to each
spot to help both users and administrators

understand the intent of the area.

NAMING STANDARDS

Add a specific structure or set of
capabilities for common scenarios and

encourage the use of powerful tools and
techniques to increase efficiency.

TEMPLATES

Gather and require additional information, like a
secondary owner or a project member, to gain a

better understanding of how the tools are being used
and to help manage the environment over time.

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

Prevent external sharing or apply different
controls to properly secure and protect

information across the organization.

PROTECTION

Let your people get what they want, when
they need it without losing control of the

environment.

SELF-SERVICE



Up to 100 Users

Per Year
No Base Cost

Support Included

$1000

How Apsidien365 Rises to the Workspace Governance Challenge

Leveraging Microsoft Azure and the Microsoft 365 product stack, Apsidien365 provides guiderail-based governance for Microsoft 365 workspaces incorporating
provisioning, workspace lifecycle management, and permissions management, enabling governance for content and workspaces like never before.

Rapidly provision Microsoft Teams, SharePoint
sites, Microsoft 365 Groups, Yammer

Communities, and Planner Plans with built-in
templates, approvals and security.

Configure approval processes, track actions
for auditing, define rules, report changes,

and manage permissions of all your
Microsoft 365 workspaces.

Create, manage and dispose of Microsoft
365 workspaces to enforce governance

policies with minimal disruption to the end-
user experience.

Up to 250 Users

Per Year
No Base Cost

Support Included

$2000

Up to 5,000 Users

Per Year
$2,000 Base Cost
Support Included

$2.75

Up to 15,000 Users

Per Year
$2,000 Base Cost
Support Included

$2.25

 HOW DOES MY SUBSCRIPTION WORK?
Apsidien365 is licensed on an annual basis. We will automatically renew based

on your updated user count and bill when your renewal is due.
 
 

HOW MANY LICENSES DO I NEED?

Our licensing is very simple. It is based on the number of licensed users in your Microsoft 365 tenant.

PROVISIONING COMPLIANCE LIFECYCLE

Simple Pricing.  Billed Annually.  No Hidden Costs.

You need to license Apsidien365 for every licensed user in your Microsoft 365
tenant.  Guest users and external users are not counted against your license quota.

 
Users that have a license for Exchange (mailbox), SharePoint or Teams are

considered to be licensed users of your tenant.
 

Users that have licenses for non-collaborative services within your tenant (such as
PowerBI) or users that use other services (such as Dynamics 365) without Office or

Microsoft 365 licenses are not considered licensed users of your tenant.
 

UPDATES
FOREVER

UNLIMITED
SUPPORT

NO LICENSE
GUARANTEE

AZURE
SECURITY

ONBOARDING
SERVICE

Cloud power means
you're up-to-date,

always.

Support for the life of
your subscription.

Our features will NEVER
require additional
Microsoft licenses.

Our solutions are built
and hosted in Microsoft

Azure.

We'll get you up and
running like a seasoned

pro in no time.

/user /user

What's Included?

"It's a secure, powerful, yet low-cost provisioning tool
- a perfect fit for our security conscious customers."

 

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

"We have not had to invest in an enormous
technology solution that we only use one part of - we

have a flexible, agile tool that works exactly the way
we want it to."

"Our users feel empowered and we are confidently
building our digital workplace across the globe."

Apsidien is a Microsoft Partner headquartered in Milwaukee, WI, specializing in helping organizations get the most out
of Microsoft technologies with Microsoft 365, SharePoint, Power Platform, and Dynamics solutions.  Apsidien delights
clients by implementing the Microsoft products and adding key custom solutions to make the products better.

About Apsidien:

Jonathan Shepherd   I   Director of Sales   I   jshepherd@apsidien.com   I   414-336-8612   I   www.apsidien.com


